
The politics of fear . Fear is the bioweapon

deepL- Now Dr. Lanka is talking: Bioweapons, spike proteins, viruses etc. - with Dr. 
Kahler, Hörstel 2022-3-1
What do bioweapons labs do, what can gene manipulation do, plus spike proteins, 
viruses and media manipulation. The second interview with Dr. Lanka was so furious 
that we had to cut. EXCITING!
https://www.bitchute.com/video/494eQLlXcxHC/*

*Main Source, A Compilation 
Rough translation and interpretation.
⸻-
-If one understands biology , one knows there are no pathogens.We know what 
causes disease  ; body- soul medicine.

-The bioweapon is fear, people take as reality the staged  pictures and the false 
narrative . It is like voodoo power if one believes in a biology of terror. 

-If we can dissolve the fear we can get out of this crisis.
The emperor is not just naked, it does not exist. A few people pull the strings for 
money. 

-Ivan Illich  predicted 1976 there will come a time when society  will destroy itself 
through fear and antibiotics.

-We have this fear with corona on a global scale.
The fear is so great  that people do not want to read proven scientific facts, they 
are all hypnotised.

-The  bases of the problem -the  endogenous  weapon of capitalism and 
complacency . This big pharma got so big that no one dares to touch it.

-If know biology you can understand yourself and others.
Traumatised people with unresolved conflicts ,who traumatise others got into positions 
of power.



⸺

Bioweapons/ Bio-labs

One needs to go back in history. What type of bioweapons were claimed to exist?

What do we understand as bioweapons today ?
That , there  are bacteria that produce a toxin.eg. anthrax , botulin  .
This is not correct.

If one analyses them , one can see they are normal enzymes , hydrolase* , that  carry 
out metabolism , specific meaningful programs in an anaerobic environment  ( without 
oxygen ) 

You can drink  litres of these enzymes in pure form and nothing happens .
It is claimed they produces the symptoms that are attributed to  a pathogen/ toxin.
But how is it administrate into animals ?
If one does very cruel experiments on animals , eg. Robert Koch  spraying huge 
amounts in the eye,  under the skin, in the  brain , one can induce severe symptoms 
and death.

(* “Hydrolase is a class of enzyme that commonly perform as biochemical catalysts that 

use water to break a chemical bond, which typically results in dividing a larger molecule 

into smaller molecules. Some common examples of hydrolase enzymes are esterases 

including lipases, phosphatases, glycosidases, peptidases, and nucleosidases.

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrolase)

The USSR  gave up their bioweapons in  the ‘70  and started to produce something in 
the labs and sold it on the market. He has seen it, the whole team could  drink out of a 
glass and nothing happened.

USSR  had a participating influence in the whole bioweapon claim. But they never 
claimed , as the USA did , that this and that was possible. 



There were two , so called  ‘ reference ‘ labs of smallpox , one in Russia and one in 
USA.
After USSR fell, the military concentrated on fighting  the invisible enemy.

Paul Schreyer  describes the ‘tact frequency’ (ie.  The frequency at which it is 
published alone signals that this is information that no one had better escape) 
The A, B, C exercise got more intense . It is a  mechanism authorised by the military , 
there was an increase in its intensity in the last two decades.
See Paul Schreyer  presentation  on WIR- knowing is relevant.
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=d3WUv5SV5Hg

—-
If go back in history, one dealt with corpses that were thrown over the wall , 
catapulted ; or at triage , when injured  were left behind , who cry for days from pain.
So what really works with bioweapon is the fear , and the smell from the sick and the 
decomposing corpses.

The USA worked on a dirty smell weapon, that sticks onto people. That is so yuck , if 
one smells of shit no one wants to fight anymore.
There is also the pepper  spray  the police use, apomorphine etc.
These are toxins that do not exist in nature.

A bit of ricin ( https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ricin ) , a bit of snake poison.
But the snake venom   needs to be so strongly concentrated  to even poison a large 
animal . The rest is just fear creation that incapacitates/ paralyses one.

Bioweapon was also throwing cadavers  in the well . If burn the ground you also 
damage the drinking water .
Cadavers in the well , the well cannot be used for years as in a few days  so much  
protein forms, you get  nitrate and then nitrite .
If you drink that water for a long time you get plague lumps( swollen lymph nodes). 
Babies turn blue if drink it.

You get  lumps  with organ transplant , if you follow the ‘immunology  ‘ dogma, the 
immune suppression. Those  are medications that set free a lot of nitric oxide , the 
degradation product of proteins.



( there was a justifiable  Nobel prize for medicine for nitric oxide but  for  a wrong 
reasons , viagra.
When we take nitric oxide , the blue pill, it prevents the degradation of the hormone , 
helps BP and sexuality  , relaxes the smooth muscle of blood vessel and increases 
blood flow)

Nitrite was used  by homosexuals. Amyl and butyl nitrite inhaled.
Also on the heterosexual scene but that scene  dried out nearly overnight, another 
story.

Bioweapons, this nitrite substance is a bioweapon if poison the well or the way Israel 
managed to empty the  Palestinian camps.
They claimed the wells were poisoned , but they were not.  The Palestinians left  
without a a shot being  fired  and without anyone dying.

That  was the bioweapon , the lie  to generate fear . And those  affected  swallowed  
the fear.

⸺
We have this fear with corona on a global scale. 

Luckily it happened globally, it has affected all directly or indirectly and  , at the same 
time , it brought to the surface the clown politics .
It is a global dogma ( belief in pathogens)  and too much of the economy depends on 
it.
Russia is shut off but not the rest as too much depends on this virus dogma.
We have now a global communication network,  the internet.

When the people  will figure out that they have been led by the nose , then, it has the 
power to waken people up . And to ask ‘Who is creating the fear?’

⸺



Question 
Why do some animals die off when it is claimed it is anthrax ? An example ,in Africa  10 
horses died in a tribe . What was it?  Did something spoil  in the water? 

Answer ( Dr Lanka )
I do not believe that. If one looks at the amount of faeces and corpses in the water, the 
water has self cleaning ability.
Rather believes that  it is the western mania of the way they practice agriculture   or 
the doctors who poison and destroy the indigenous people . 
That also affects the animals.
You find in every human and animal these bacteria which they claim cause anthrax or 
tetanus. 
With  diphtheria the ‘story’ is , they say it is harmless but it needs a ‘virus’ that infects 
the diphtheria bacteria and makes those bacteria ‘ virulent. ‘

So one can assume poisoning . Or if animals are moved away from  the  pasturing 
grounds or if a mine is build in the area.
Animals also have a body- soul biology that affects them.

⸻-

What they see as Ebola in  Africa  one has to imagine the conditions
eg. the Kongo conflict or where they  look for Lithium . 
Those  who survive have  huge revere conflicts and have diarrhoea  in the healing 
phase.

Has a friend  with doctors without borders , the Swiss team ,they had  100% cure with 
Ebola.
German team gave toxic treatments with riboflavin and medication.
So the cheap treatments were effective while the expensive one caused death.
Same now with medication for the stigmatised   ‘ Covid’ patients  - it can be deadly as 
it is actually rat poisoning.

How is ebola defined?  - diarrhoea  for days. 
The Swiss  estimated how much water is lost and replanished the water via iv drip . 



They had zero  death . It was even published.  All survived.

⸺
The solution is  simple. ( to the human predicament )

If one understands  biology , one knows that there can not be a pathogen . 
We know what causes disease.
There are no symptoms with ‘ covid’  or cancer that cannot be explained via  the body-
soul biology.

Majority believe in a’virus’ ,  a terror biology, maybe an ‘inherited’ substance  from 
mummy or daddy , or smoked the wrong thing and suddenly have a terror organisation 
that has the only scope to kill one and is stronger than one, and  it is also  claimed it 
‘travels ‘ within the body.( metastasis) 

This idea of the ‘C’ , the name cancer should  not even be mentioned . It is voodoo and 
voodoo functions.
All you need is a few  photos of kids that were shot years ago in another location and 
to add a scary narrative.
This  is how fear functions .These  pictures , people perceive as reality.

Fear works , the bioweapon is fear.
The photos and the false narrative, this combination becomes the spotlight, it  
hypnotises people .

And it is so powerful , one can make so much money out of fear. The biotech industry 
made 7.3 billion net last year .

⸺
Question 
What was in the anthrax letters in USA? 
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/2001_anthrax_attacks

Answer ( Dr Lanka) 
Nothing.



Q- And the people who died?
A- that was a total of 5 . And the 5 died from an overdose of a broad spectrum 
antibiotic  produced by  a German company. Bayern. It affects the bacteria that use 
oxygen ie the mitochondria in the body and people suffocate internally.

⸺

What about the British experiment on Gruinard ?* What happened?
Dr Lanka - Nothing , it is nonsense.  

Q- They closed the island just to keep the fairytale myth?
A- It is part of fear generating politics. The British are specialists at it. Others  have 
learned from them.

* “Scotland’s Gruinard Island, better known as ‘Anthrax Island’, is a frightening example of 

the catastrophic repercussions of biological warfare. From 1942 to 1943, the British tested 

the affects of anthrax on the small, unassuming island off the coast of Gruinard Bay… and 

paid the price for the next 48 years.”

https://www.curiousarchive.com/anthrax-island/

⸺
Question
What is the gene lab manipulation, bioweapon lab where they try to manipulate insects 
to become dangerous? 
What do they do to  the poor insects.?

Answer ( Dr Lanka) 
They slurp up some bacteria that are supposed to be toxic , and the bacteria grow..
They claim the spores build up and are set free when the organism dies.
These are all disproven theories.

Just check  Max Plank Institute* , The history of science - 1999 the early history of 
virology.  ‘Journalists have not  called it out  as conspiracy theory,  yet.’( jokng)
No transmission ever happened  . The techniques  are what made the animal sick , 
organised cruelty.



(That can be read in the overview article 1999 at Max Planck Institute in Berlin
Prof. Karlheinz Lüdtke, Max Planck Institute for the History of Science, Early History of 
Virology (Zur Geschichte der frühen Virusforschung), reprint 125, 89 pages, 1999. i. K. 
(A 2) Preprint 1999 (3). 
https://telegra.ph/Corona-The-comprehensible-and-verifiable-refutation-of-the-virus- 
allegations-10-29) 

The fear is so great  that people do not want to read about it, they are all 
hypnotised.

⸺

He is convinced that majority are starting to get that there is nothing with corona.
In Austria 2/3 get it by now.

They have exaggerated with the fear and they know it. We should have all been dead 
by now.

People  are  starting to get  it. 
And that is why journalists and especially ,those who identify  as leftists , are still 
participating as they know their time is up. Only  the ‘big war ‘can save them  as they 
have been out in the open.
—

Dissolve the fear, the emperor is not just naked, it does not exist.
That there  are just people who  are pulling the strings and are getting money for it.

Dr Lanka also used to think it was people with intentions , everyone was cheating  
especially in science .
He realised the  people he knew did not do it on purpose, even Gallo , with HIV.

Ivan Illich  already predicted 1976 , in his book , Nemesis of Medicine, that there will 
come a time  when society  will destroy itself through fear and antibiotics.

https://ratical.org/ratville/AoS/MedicalNemesis.pdf



Ivan Illich  changed his mind people in debunking the HIV  in the ‘90 as thought  that 
people are too stupid to survive and to deserve saving .

⸺-
You need to get to the root of the problem ,not the branch of the tree.

You have the  endogenous  weapon of capitalism. 
Everyone has it good as they have access to the money stream . All are comfortable, 
soft , and pacified and always want more. People do not want to give it up, always want 
a bit more.
That is the  bases of the problem .

Also the journalists participate as have access to this drug , the money and want to 
take part.

This big pharma got so big that no one dares  to touch it

The cause is traumatised people that traumatise others. 
And they got into positions of power .

If know biology you get to understand yourself and others.
And get to understand the dangerous  Nazi, the power they have and the marionettes 
they turned into without even realising . 
This is dangerous.  They are underdeveloped emotionally.
A bit of  emotional underdevelopment  can be useful  as these people have   more 
power of imagination.
But if one has been so tortured by the parents and passes the cruelty onto others 
because they have not resolved the conflict , that is dangerous.
These are the people we allow to rule over us , traumatised Nazis.


